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Introduction
In the foundations of quantum mechanics and quantum computing, there is often a split between
research using infinite dimensional structures and research using finite dimensional structures. On the
one hand, in axiomatic quantum foundations there is often a focus on finite dimensional spaces and matrix
mechanics (e.g. [1, 39, 21, 40, 5, 3, 8, 9, 10, 13, 24]), and the same is true for circuit based quantum
computing (e.g. [16, 27]). On the other hand, infinite dimensional spaces arise naturally in subjects
such as quantum field theory [41], and moreover the register space in a scalable quantum computer
arguably has an infinite dimensional aspect (see e.g. [31]), which has led some researchers to use infinite
dimensional spaces in the semantics of quantum programming languages [6, 32, 33, 19]. The ‘spaces’
in quantum theory are really non-commutative, so we understand them as W*-algebras, by analogy to
Gelfand duality.
A natural question, then, is whether foundational research that focuses on finite dimensional struc-
tures is missing something. In brief, the answer to this question is negative. In detail, when we focus on
completely positive maps, as is usual in quantum foundations and quantum computation, one can show
that every infinite dimensional W*-algebra is a canonical limit of matrix algebras. This characteristic is
expressed in the following theorem, which constitutes our main result.
Theorem. Let W∗-AlgCP be the category of W*-algebras together with completely positive maps. Let
NCP be the category whose objects are natural numbers, with n considered as the algebra of n× n
complex matrices, and completely positive maps between them. Let Set be the category of sets and
functions.
The hom-set functor W∗-AlgCP(−,=) : W∗-AlgopCP→ [NCP,Set] is full and faithful.
Recall that the category of functors [NCP,Set] is a free colimit completion of NopCP (e.g. [23, III.7]).
Recall too that a full-and-faithful functor is the same thing as a full subcategory, up to categorical equiv-
alence. Thus we can say that every W*-algebra is a canonical limit of matrix algebras. We phrase the
result in terms of the dual category W∗-AlgopCP instead of W
∗-AlgCP with the idea that W∗-Alg
op
CP is a
category of non-commutative spaces, by analogy to Gelfand duality [11, 1.4]. One can say that the ma-
trix algebras are dense in the W*-algebras, making an analogy with the density of the rational numbers
among the reals.
2 Infinite-dimensionality in quantum foundations
Related ideas. Our theorem is novel (as far as we can tell) but the theme is related to various research
directions.
• There is a long tradition of studying limits and colimits of *-homomorphisms, rather than com-
pletely positive maps. Notably, AF C*-algebras are limits of directed diagrams of finite-dimensional
C*-algebras and *-homomorphisms [4].
• In a dual direction, C*-algebras and *-homomorphisms form a locally presentable category [29]
and so there exists a small dense set of C*-algebras with respect to *-homomorphisms. This dense
set of C*-algebras has not been characterized explicitly, to our knowledge, but it is likely to already
contain infinite dimensional C*-algebras.
• Density theorems occur throughout category theory. Perhaps the most famous situation is simpli-
cial sets, which are functors [∆op,Set], where ∆ is a category whose objects are natural numbers,
with n considered as the n-simplex. There is a restricted hom-functor Top→ [∆op,Set]; it is full
and faithful up-to homotopy when one restricts Top to CW-complexes. Thus it is tempting to view
NCP as an analogue of ∆, although this analogy is limited.
• In programming language theory, aside from quantum computation, the idea of defining computa-
tional constructs on dense subcategories is increasingly common (e.g. [26]).
• Pagani, Selinger and Valiron [28] used a free biproduct completion of NCP to model higher-order
quantum computation. It remains to be seen whether every object of their category can be thought
of as a W*-algebra, and whether their type constructions correspond to known constructions of
W*-algebras.
• Malherbe, Scott and Selinger [25] proposed to study quantum computation using presheaf cate-
gories [Qop,Set], where Q is a category related to NCP. Thus our result links their proposal for
higher-order quantum computation with work based on operator algebra.
• Operator spaces and operator systems are generalizations of C*-algebras that still permit matrix
constructions. These are also related to the presheaf construction, as explained in Section 4.
1 Preliminaries on operator algebras
In this section we briefly recall some key concepts from operator algebra. See [34, 38] for a complete
introduction. We recall C*-algebras, which are, informally, non-commutative topological spaces, as a
step towards W*-algebras, which are, informally, a non-commutative measure spaces [11, 1.4]. The
positive elements of the algebras are thought of as observables, and so we focus on linear maps that
preserve positive elements. Completely positive maps are, roughly, positive maps that remain positive
when quantum systems are combined.
C*-algebras Recall that a (unital) C*-algebra is a vector space over the field of complex numbers
that also has multiplication, a unit and an involution, satisfying associativity laws for multiplication,
involution laws (e.g. x∗∗ = x, (xy)∗ = y∗x∗, (αx)∗ = α¯(x∗)) and such that the square root of the spectral
radius provides a norm making it a Banach space.
Finite dimensional examples: qubits and bits A key source of examples of finite dimensional C*-
algebras are the algebras Mk of k× k complex matrices, with matrix addition and multiplication, and
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where involution is conjugate transpose. In particular the set M1 = C of complex numbers has a C*-
algebra structure, and the 2×2 matrices, M2, contain the observables of qubits.
Another example is the algebras of pairs of complex numbers, C2, with componentwise addition and
multiplication. This contains the observables of classical bits.
Positive elements and positive maps An element x ∈ A is positive if it can be written in the form
x = y∗y for y ∈ A. We denote by A+ the set of positive elements of a C*-algebra A and define the
following
Let f : A→ B be a linear map between the underlying vector spaces. The map f is positive if it
preserves positive elements and therefore restricts to a function A+→ B+. A positive map A→ C will
be called a state on A. Requiring states to be positive maps can be motivated by the fact that probabilities
must be positive numbers.
W*-algebras and normal maps In what follows, we will focus on W*-algebras, which are C*-
algebras A that have a predual, that is, such that there is a Banach space A∗ whose dual is isomorphic
to A [34]. The positive elements of a C*-algebra always form a partial order, with x ≤ y if and only if
(y−x) ∈ A+. Moreover, in a W*-algebra, if a directed subset of A has an upper bound, then it has a least
upper bound. It is natural to require that positive/completely-positive maps are moreover normal, which
means that they preserve such least upper bounds.
W*-algebras encompass all finite dimensional C*-algebras, and also the algebras of bounded opera-
tors on any Hilbert spaces, the function space L∞(X) for some standard measure space X , and the space
`∞(N) of bounded sequences.
Matrix algebras and completely positive maps If A is a C*-algebra then the k× k matrices valued
in A also form a C*-algebra, Mk(A), which is a W*-algebra if A is. For instance Mk(C) = Mk, and
Mk(Ml)∼=Mk×l . Informally, we can think of the W*-algebra Mk(A) as representing k possibly-entangled
copies of A. This can be thought of as a kind of tensor product: as a vector space Mk(A) is a tensor
product Mk(C)⊗A.
Let f : A→ B be a linear map between the underlying vector spaces. The map f is completely
positive if it is n-positive for every n ∈ N, i.e. the map Mn( f ) : Mn(A)→Mn(B) defined for every matrix
[xi, j]i, j≤n ∈Mn(A) by Mn( f )([xi, j]i, j≤n) = [ f (xi, j)]i, j≤n is positive for every n ∈ N.
Completely positive maps and positive maps are related as follows: a positive map f : A→ B of
C*-algebras, for which A or B is commutative, is completely positive. Hence, every (sub-)state on a
C*-algebra A is completely positive.
We write W∗-AlgP for the category of W*-algebras and normal positive maps, and W∗-AlgCP for the
category of W*-algebras and normal completely positive maps.
2 Naturality and representations of complete positivity
In this section, we recall the categorical characterization of completely positive maps as natural families
of positive maps. This gives a technique for building representations of completely positive maps (see
[33] for more examples).
In the previous section we explained that for every W*-algebra A the matrices valued in A form a
W*-algebra again. This construction (A,m) 7→Mm(A) is functorial. To make this precise, we introduce
the categoryNMat of complex matrices: the objects are non-zero natural numbers seen as dimensions, and
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the morphisms m→ n are m× n complex matrices. Composition is matrix multiplication. (We remark
that the category NMat is equivalent to the category FdVectC of finite-dimensional complex vector spaces
and linear maps, since every finite-dimensional vector space is isomorphic to Cn. It is also equivalent to
the category FdHilb of finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces and linear maps, since every such space has a
canonical inner product.)
The construction of matrices of elements of a W*-algebra can be made into a functor W∗-AlgCP×
NMat→W∗-AlgP. It takes a pair (A,m) to Mm(A) and a pair of morphisms ( f ,F) : (A,m)→ (B,n) to the
positive map F∗( f )F : Mm(A)→Mn(B).
We will consider this functor in curried form, M : W∗-AlgCP → [NMat,W∗-AlgP]. It takes a W*-
algebra A to a functor, i.e. an indexed family of W*-algebras, M(A) = {Mn(A)}n. A completely positive
map f : A→B is taken to the corresponding family of positive maps M( f )= {Mn( f ) : Mn(A)→Mn(B)}n.
This gives the main result of [33]: the functor M is full and faithful, i.e. completely positive maps are in
natural bijection with families of positive maps.
Theorem 1 ([33]). The functor M : W∗-AlgCP→ [NMat,W∗-AlgP] is full and faithful.
Faithfulness is obvious, since for any CP-map f : A→ B we have M( f )1 = f . Proving fullness is
more involved and requires the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Consider two positive maps fn : Mn(B)→Mn(A) and f1 : B→ A of C*-algebras. The follow-
ing conditions are equivalent:
1. ∀y ∈Mn(B),v ∈ Cn. v∗( fn(y))v = f1(v∗yv)
2. fn = Mn( f1).
The proof of the lemma [33] makes use of stabilizer states in Cn.
3 Main result: W*-algebras are colimits of CP-maps
This section gives our main contribution: we show that infinite dimensional W*-algebras are canonical
colimits of finite-dimensional ones.
Our first result is based on the representation of W*-algebras by their cones of positive linear func-
tionals. We say that an (abstract) cone is a set X that is equipped with both the structure of a commutative
monoid, (X ,+,0), and an action of the monoid (R>0,×,1) of positive reals, (−·−) : R>0×X → X , in
such a way that each (r ·−) : X→ X is a group homomorphism. Most examples of cones arise as subsets
of a larger vector space that are not subspaces per se but merely closed under addition and multiplication
by positive scalars. For example, the set of positive reals itself forms a cone. The positive elements of a
C*-algebra also form a cone.
Let Cone be the category of cones and structure preserving functions between them.
For any W*-algebras A and B, the set of normal positive maps A→ B forms a cone: it is closed
under addition, zero, and multiplication by positive scalars. (Formally, we can say that W∗-AlgCP is
enriched in the category Cone, equipped with the usual symmetric monoidal structure: composition is a
cone-homomorphism in each argument. This also plays a role in [28].) In particular we have a functor
W∗-AlgP(−,C) : W∗-AlgopP → Cone.
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Proposition 1. The normal positive linear functional functor W∗-AlgP(−,C) : W∗-AlgopP →Cone is full
and faithful.
Proof. Fullness essentially comes from the fact that the closedness of the positive cone implies that every
positive linear map A∗→ C is bounded [35, Th. V.5.5(ii)]. We refer the interested reader to Appendix A
for a detailed proof.
We define a category NCP as a full subcategory of W∗-AlgCP whose objects are W*-algebras of the
form Mn. We consider the functor W∗-AlgopCP → [NCP,Set] which takes a W*-algebra A to the functor
Mn 7→W∗-AlgCP(A,Mn).
Theorem 2. The hom functor W∗-AlgCP(−,=) : W∗-AlgopCP→ [NCP,Set] is full and faithful.
Proof. By combining Prop. 1 with Theorem 1, we have that the composite
W∗-AlgCP(−⊗=,C) : W∗-AlgopCP→ [NopMat,W∗-AlgopCP]→ [NopMat,Cone]
is full and faithful. Our first step is to show that the hom-cone functor
W∗-AlgCP(−,=) : W∗-AlgopCP→ [NCP,Cone]
is full and faithful. Indeed, by elementary category theory, for any functor
H : W∗-AlgopCP×D→ Cone
if there is an identity-on-objects functor F : NopMat→ D and and a family of isomorphisms
W∗-AlgCP(Mn(A),C)∼= H(A,F(n)) natural in n ∈ NopMat and A ∈W∗-AlgCP (1)
then the transpose of H
W∗-AlgopCP→ [D,Cone]
is full and faithful.
In particular, let H be the restricted hom-functor H : W∗-AlgopCP×NCP→Cone. For F :NopMat→NCP,
we first note that for any matrix V : m→ n in NMat we have a completely positive map V ∗(−)V , with
reference to Choi’s theorem [7]. To turn this into a contravariant functor F : NopMat → NCP, we note
that NMat is self-dual with the isomorphism NopMat → NMat taking a matrix V to its transpose V>. We
let F(V ) = (V>)∗(−)V>. The natural isomorphism (1) is now the standard bijection between states
Mn(A)→ C and completely positive maps A→Mn (see e.g. [37]). Thus we can conclude that the hom-
cone functor W∗-AlgopCP→ [NCP,Cone] is full and faithful.
It remains to show that the hom-set functor
W∗-AlgopCP→ [NCP,Set]
is full and faithful. We must show that if a family of functions φn : W∗-AlgP(B,Mn)→W∗-AlgP(A,Mn)
between hom-sets is natural in n ∈ NCP then each φn is necessarily a cone homomorphism, i.e. that
φn(λ . f )= λ .φn( f ) and φn( f +g)= φn( f )+φn(g). The first fact, φn(λ . f )= λ .φn( f ), comes immediately
from naturality with respect to the CP-map Mn → Mn given by scalar multiplication with the scalar λ .
For the second fact, φn( f +g) = φn( f )+φn(g), we use a characterization of pairs of maps A→Mn. Let
j : M2n→M2n be the idempotent completely positive map j( a bc d ) = ( a 00 d ). We have a bijection
W∗-AlgCP(A,Mn)×W∗-AlgCP(A,Mn) ∼= {h ∈W∗-AlgCP(A,M2n) | h = j ·h}. (2)
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This bijection takes a pair of maps f ,g : A→Mn to the map h : A→M2n with h(a) = ( f (a) 00 g(a)). Under
the bijection (2), we can understand addition in the cone W∗-AlgCP(A,Mn) as composition with the CP
map t : M2n → Mn given by t( a bc d ) = a+ d, and so, since φ is natural with respect to t, the addition
structure of the cone is preserved by each φn.
Here is a higher level account of the previous paragraph. Let FdC∗-AlgCP be the category of
all finite dimensional C*-algebras and completely positive maps between them. We have an equiva-
lence of categories [NCP,Set] ' [FdC∗-AlgCP,Set], in other words, the Karoubi envelope of NCP con-
tains FdC∗-AlgCP (e.g. [36, 22]). Now FdC∗-AlgCP has a full subcategory FdCC∗-AlgCP, the com-
mutative finite dimensional C*-algebras and completely positive maps between them. In fact, this
category FdCC∗-AlgCP of commutative C*-algebras is equivalent to the Lawvere theory for abstract
cones (c.f. [18, Prop. 4.3]), so the category Cone of cones is a full subcategory of the functor category
[FdCC∗-AlgCP,Set]. So natural maps in [NCP,Set] are, in particular, cone homomorphisms.
As discussed in the introduction, this theorem means that a W*-algebra can be understood as the
canonical colimit of a diagram of matrix algebras and completely positive maps.
4 Some remarks on topological vector spaces
It is natural to wonder whether we can abandon the restricted setting of the theory of von Neumann al-
gebras and evolve to the larger scope of the theory of topological vector spaces.
The category of topological vector spaces over a given topological field K is commonly denoted by
TVSK or TVectK , taking topological vector spaces over K as objects and continuous K-linear maps as
arrows.
A continuous K-linear map f : X → Y between topological vector spaces over the field K is called
completely K-linear continuous if Mn( f ) : Mn(X)→Mn(Y ) is a continuous K-linear map for every nat-
ural number n ∈ N.
Consider a subcategory V of TVectC closed under matrix algebras, i.e. satisfying
C ∈ V and A ∈ V =⇒ Mn(A) ∈ V. (3)
We will call VC the closure of the category V under matrices of morphisms. Then, one obtains the fol-
lowing theorem analogous to Theorem 1.
Theorem 3. Consider a subcategory V of TVectC satisfying (3) and such that the matrices functor
VC×NMat→ TVectC
factors through V. It induces a full and faithful functor VC→ [NMat,V].
From there we can build representations for some categories of topological vector spaces presented
in [2, 17, 35]. First, we will recall some definitions.
A Banach space is a complete normed vector space. An operator space is a closed subspace of a C*-
algebra, or alternatively a Banach space given together with an isometric embedding into the space of all
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bounded operators on some Hilbert space H [30]. We define Banach to be the category of Banach spaces
and positive maps between them and OpSpace to be the category of operator spaces and completely
positive maps between them.
An order-unit space (E,E+,u) is an ordered vector space (E,E+) equipped with a strong Archime-
dian unit u ∈ E+ [2, Def. 1.12]. An operator system is an involutive vector space V such that the vector
space Mn(V ) of n-by-n matrices whose entries are in V is an order-unit space, or alternatively a closed
subspace of a unital C*-algebra which contains 1. We define OUS to be the category of order-unit spaces
and unit-preserving positive maps between them, and OpSystem to be the category of operator systems
and unit-preserving completely positive maps between them.
We can now have the following theorem.
Theorem 4. The following matrices functors M, taking a topological vector space X to a functor M(X) :
n 7→Mn(X), are full and faithful
M : OpSpace→ [NMat,Banach] M : OpSystem→ [NMat,OUS]
5 Future work
In the light of the presentation of W*-algebras as colimits of CP-maps, a few topics appear to be worth
investigating.
Firstly, it would be enlightening to characterize the functors that arise from W*-algebras, for example
by determining a class of limits that they preserve.
Secondly, Day’s construction [12] provides a canonical way to extend the tensor product of a base
category, like NCP, to a tensor product of presheaves (see also [25]). It is thus natural to ask whether one
can define a tensor product A⊗˜B of two W*-algebras A and B as the unique extension of the standard
tensor product of matrix algebras that preserves limits of CP-maps in each argument. This seems related
to the way that Grothendieck defined tensor products on the category of Banach spaces [20], by starting
with the category of finite dimensional normed spaces and a tensor defined on there.
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A Proof of Proposition 1
We’ll consider the functor NPLF : W∗-AlgP→ Cone that assigns to each W∗-algebra its cone of normal
(equivalently ultraweakly continuous) positive linear functionals, essentially defined such that NPLF =
W∗-AlgP(-,C). We want to show it is full, using the fact that the closedness of the positive cone implies
that every positive linear map A∗→ C is bounded [35, Th. V.5.5(ii)].
To make the proof smoother, we start from the observation that if we have a partially ordered vector
space E, it has a positive cone E+, and positive (equivalently monotone) maps of partially ordered vector
spaces f : E→F restrict to cone maps E+→F+, defining a functor -+ : PoVect→Cone, where PoVect is
partially ordered vector spaces that are generated by their positive cone (also known as directed partially
ordered vector spaces because directedness in the usual sense is equivalent to this property).
Proposition 2. The functor -+ : PoVect→ Cone is full and faithful.
Proof. Faithfulness Let f ,g : E → F and f+ = g+, i.e. for all x ∈ E+, we have f (x) = g(x). Then
since E is that span of E+, we have that each element x of E is expressible as x+− x− for x+,x− ∈ E+.
Then
f (x) = f (x+− x−) = f (x+)− f (x−) = g(x+)−g(x−) = g(x).
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Fullness Suppose g : E+ → F+ is a cone map, i.e. a monoid homomorphism preserving mul-
tiplication by a nonnegative real number. We extend it to a linear map f : E → F as follows. Let
E 3 x = x+− x− as in the previous part. Define f (x) = g(x+)− g(x−). We first show that this is well
defined, so let y+,y− be elements of E+ such that x = y+− y−. Then
y+− y− = x+− x− =⇒ y++ x− = x++ y−
=⇒ g(y++ x−) = g(x++ y−) =⇒ g(y+)−g(y−) = g(x+)−g(x−),
which shows that f (x) is independent of the decomposition into positive parts that has been chosen.
Since each positive element x can be expressed as x− 0, we have that f (x) = g(x) on positive ele-
ments, and in particular that f preserves the positive cone and f+ = g. We therefore only need to show
that f is in fact linear.
So now let x = x+− x− and y = y+− y−. Then
f (x+ y) = f ((x++ y+)− (x−+ y−))
= g(x++ y+)−g(x−+ y−)
= g(x+)+g(y+)−g(x−)−g(y−)
= (g(x+)−g(x−))+(g(y+)−g(y−))
= f (x)+ f (y).
It remains to show that f preserves multiplication by a scalar α ∈R. There are three cases, α = 0, α > 0
and α < 0. The case that α = 0 is trivial because 0 ∈ E+ and g is a cone map, so preserves 0. In the case
that α > 0, α(x++ x−) = αx+−αx− is still a decomposition into positive elements, so
f (αx) = g(αx+)−g(αx−)
= α(g(x+)−g(x−))
= α f (x).
In the case that α < 0, then (−αx−)− (−α)x+ = x is a decomposition into positive elements, so
f (αx) = g(−αx−)−g(−αx+)
=−αg(x−)− (−α)g(x+)
= α(g(x+)−g(x−))
= α f (x).
The predual A∗ of a W∗-algebra A can be identified with the ultraweakly continuous linear functionals
[15, I.3.3 Theorem 1 (iii)], and the positive elements with the normal positive linear functionals [15, I.4.2
Theorem 1]. In particular, the map ζA : A→ (A∗)∗ defined by ζA(a)(φ) = φ(a) is an isomorphism.
Hermitian linear functionals are those functionals φ such that φ(a∗) = φ(a) for all a∈ A [14, 1.1.10],
and they are the R-span of the positive ones [14, Theorem 12.3.3]. Every complex normal linear func-
tional can be decomposed into real and imaginary parts, which are Hermitian, so the C-span of the
positive normal functionals is the ultraweakly continuous functionals. The Hermitian elements of the
predual form a base-norm space [2, Corollary 2.96]. So for each W∗-algebra we define Herm(A) to be
this base-norm space. If we take BBNSP to be the category of Banach base-norm spaces with positive
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maps, and we define a functor Herm : W∗-AlgP→ BBNSP, for f : A→ B a positive map of W∗-algebras
as Herm( f )(φ) = φ ◦ f , for φ ∈ Herm(B).
We have that NPLF = -+ ◦Herm, so we reduce to showing that Herm : W∗-AlgP → PoVect is full
and faithful.
Theorem 5. The functor Herm is full and faithful.
Proof. We first prove it is faithful as follows. Let f ,g : A→ B be positive ultraweakly continuous (or
normal) maps between W∗-algebras, such that Herm( f ) = Herm(g). If f 6= g, there is an a ∈ A such that
f (a) 6= f (b). Since B is separated by normal states, there is a φ ∈Herm(B) such that φ( f (a)) 6= φ( f (b)),
and therefore Herm( f )(φ) 6=Herm(g)(φ), contradicting the assumption that Herm( f )=Herm(g). There-
fore Herm is faithful.
We now prove the fullness. Let g : Herm(B)→ Herm(A) be a positive map. Let a : Herm(A)→ R
be a positive linear map. By Theorem [35, Th. V.5.5(ii)] it is bounded, and so ζ−1A (a) exists, an element
of A, which is necessarily positive. Since a ◦ g : Herm(B)→ R is also positive, and therefore defines a
positive element of B under ζB, we have a function mapping positive elements of A to positive elements
of B, defined as ζ−1B ◦(-◦g)◦ζA. We show that it is a cone map, and therefore extends to a positive linear
map A→ B as follows.
Preservation of zero Since each linear functional maps 0 to 0, ζA(0) is the constant zero map.
Precomposing with g produces another constant zero map Herm(B)→ R, so -◦g maps zero to zero.
Additivity Addition in A and B corresponds to pointwise addition. Let a,b : Herm(A)→ R be
positive linear maps. Then for each φ ∈ Herm(B), we have
((a+b)◦g)(φ) = (a+b)(g(φ))
= a(g(φ))+b(g(φ))
= (a◦g)(φ)+(b◦g)(φ)
= (a◦g+b◦g)(φ).
Preservation of positive multiplications Let a : Herm(A)→ R be a positive linear map, α ∈ R≥0
and φ ∈ Herm(B). Then
((αa)◦g)(φ) = (αa)(g(φ))
= αa(g(φ))
= α(a◦g)(φ)
= (α(a◦g))(φ).
We therefore have a positive linear map f : A→ B, but have not yet shown that it is normal or that
Herm( f ) = g.
We first show that - ◦ f = g on all φ ∈ B∗. This will imply that f is ultraweakly continuous and so
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that Herm( f ) = g. So let φ ∈ B∗ and a ∈ A. Then
(-◦ f )(φ)(a) = φ( f (a))
= ζB( f (a))(φ) (definition of ζ )
= ζB(ζ−1B ((-◦g)(ζA(a))))(φ) (definition of f )
= (ζA(a)◦g)(φ)
= ζA(a)(g(φ))
= g(φ)(a).
By [35, IV.2.2] this implies that f is weak-* continuous, and the definition of Herm implies Herm( f )=
g.
Considering that the composite of two full and faithful functors is full and faithful, one obtains the
following corollary.
Corollary 1. NPLF is full and faithful.
